


































Chapter 2 
Plants 

 
1-Fill in the blanks- 

1- Each plant part has an important task to do. 

2- Roots hold the plants firmly in the soil. 

3- Stem bears the leaves and the flowers. 

4- The vessels which carry water to leaf are called veins. 

5- Flowers make the plant look attractive. 

6- The flat surface of leaf is called leaf blade. 

7- Seeds are the hard structure present in a fruit. 

8- Hard and Woody stem is known as trunk. 

2-Give one word for the following- 
1- Substances absorbed from soil.     Minerals 

2- Hard and Woody stem is known as.    Trunk 

3- Leaves breathe through.      Stomata 
4- Sweet liquid produced by flower.     Nectar 
5- Hard substances present in fruits.    Seed 
6- The part of the plant which grows above the soil.  Shoot 
7- The  sweet, fleshy edible part of a plant.   Fruit 

3-Write true or false- 
1- All plants have same structure.       False 

2- Roots help plant to take up water and Minerals from soil.  True 

3- Roots are of two types.      True 

4- Roots can never be used for eating.     False 

5- Stomata are present in seeds.     False 

4-Short answers- 
1- What are minerals? 

Ans- Substances present in the soil that the plant takes in to stay healthy are 

known as minerals. 

2-  Name two types of roots? 

Ans- The two types of roots are- 

a)  Fibrous root 

b)  Tap root 

3- Write two functions of flowers. 

Ans- The two functions of flowers are 

a)  Flowers help in the Reproduction of plant. 

b)  Many flowers like rose and Jasmine yield perfumes. 

 
 



4- What is germination? 

Ans- The process by which seed changes into a baby plant (called seedling) is 

called germination. 

5- Answer the following questions:- 
1- Why are flowers colourful? 

Ans- Flowers are colourful to make the plant look attractive. These colourful 

flowers  attract Birds, bees and other insects to help the plants reproduce. 

2- What feature makes leaf absorb maximum sunlight? 

Ans- The feature that makes leaf absorb maximum sunlight is its flat surface. 

3-  Give three functions of stem. 

Ans- the 3 functions of stem are- 

a) It holds up leaves, flowers and fruits.  

b) It carries water to all parts of the plant. 

c) Some stems store food and are used for eating purpose. 

4- What is a seed? What does it contains? 

Ans- Seeds are the hard structures present in a  fruit. The seed contains a baby 

plant in it. 

5- What does the baby plant need to grow? 

Ans- the baby plant needs soil containing minerals, water, sunlight and air to 

grow into a plant. 

6- Differentiate between monocot and dicot seed. 

Ans- The difference between monocot and dicot seed is- 

 Monocot seed:- Seeds which contain only one cotyledon are known as 

monocot seeds. 

Example-maize and rice 

Dicot seed- seeds which contain two cotyledons are known as dicot seeds. 

Example- beans, gram and pea 
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 Recap Test 2 
M.M 10 

 

1- Answer the following questions-             (2x2) 

 

A-  Why are flowers colourful? 

B-  Write two functions of flowers. 

 

2- Write true or false-        (2) 
 

A- Weak stem hold the plant upright.  

B- The flat surface of leaf is called vein. 

 

3- Fill in the blanks-                                                             (2) 
 

A- ______ make the plant looks attractive. 

B- ______ bears fruit leaves birds and flowers. 

 
4- Unscramble the letters-                                                 (2) 

 
         A- EDIGSELN 
         B- RCNAET 

 


